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ABSTRACT 

 
D1-Simulator is operated by Kraftwerks-Simulator-Gesellschaft (KSG) and Gesellschaft für 
Simulatorschulung (GfS) at the Simulator Centre in Essen since 1977. The full-scope control 
room training simulator, used for Kernkraftwerk Biblis (KWB) is based on a PDP-11 
hardware platform and is mainly programmed in ASSEMBLER language. The Simulator has 
reached a continuous high availability of operation throughout the years due to specialized 
hardware and software support from KSG maintenance team. Nevertheless, D1-Simulator 
largely reveals limitations with respect to computer capacity and spares and suffers 
progressively from the non-availability of hardware replacement materials. 
 
In order to ensure long term maintainability within the framework of the consensus on nuclear 
energy, a 2-years refurbishing program has been launched by KWB focusing on quality and 
budgetary aspects. The so-called D1+ Simulator project is based on the re-use of validated 
data from existing simulators. Allowing for flexible project management methods, the project 
outlines a cost and risk optimized approach to Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) Simulator 
modernization. D1+ Simulator is being built by KSG/GfS in close collaboration with KWB 
and the simulator vendor THALES by re-using a modern hardware and software development 
environment from D56-Simulator, used by Kernkraftwerk Obrigheim (KWO) before its 
decommissioning in 2005. The Simulator project, launched in 2004, is expected to be 
completed by end of 2006. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In 1977 D1-Simulator has been installed at KSG (previously Kraftwerksschule) in Essen. This 
first full-scope training simulator having its own control room, is used for KWB since that 
time. The simulator is built on a PDP-11 hardware basis with RSX11-M+ operating system. 
Most of the simulator software is programmed in ASSEMBLER and FORTRAN IV 
language. The simulator has reached an availability of nearly 98% during the last 27 years of 
operation. Although D1-Simulator has kept his original hardware and software architecture, 
the simulator could follow almost all requests on scope extensions along with NPP upgrades. 
However, in 2004 there was an increasing interest to modernize D1-simulator for the 
following reasons: 
 
• Increase of outage time due to non-availability of hardware replacement materials 
• Limitation of CPU spares and memory to take into account requirements for the upgrade 

of digital control systems [1] 
• Request on major control room modifications 
• Preservation of personal knowledge for long-term maintenance. 
 
A cost/benefit evaluation did not allow to launch a new simulator project for the following 
reasons: 
 
• Political situation (consensus on atomic energy) and remaining operating time for the NPP 
• Lead time for data package collection prior to a several years project schedule due to the 

risk of irreversible hardware outage 
 
As a consequence, in mid-2004 KSG has been awarded by KWB to immediately launch a cost 
and risk optimized in-house refurbishing program for old D1-Simulator to be finished in 
2006. 
 
 
2. D1+ SIMULATOR PROJECT 

 
Since KSG has not yet been operating as a simulator vendor, D1+ Simulator Project was 
primarily based on the availability of a modern software development environment (SDE) 
which could be immediately used for the refurbishing program. 
 
In 1997 THALES (formerly Thomson CSF) delivered to KSG four full-scope simulators 
based on SGI Challenge hardware platform and operated under IRIX operating system 
 
 D51-Simulator for KKW Unterweser (KKU) 
 D52-Simulator for KKW Neckarwestheim 1 (GKN1) 
 D53-Simulator for KKW Borssele (KCB) 
 D56-Simulator for KKW Obrigheim (KWO) 

 
The so-called D50-Simulators are developed under a common SDE SWORD (Software 
Workshop Oriented toward Research and Development) including CAD-based code 
generators and associated relational data bases. 
 
The political background in using above mentioned SDE for D1+ Project is that in 2004 the 
power plant utility EnBW decided to take out of operation D56-Simulator by the end of 2004 
due to the decommissioning of NPP Obrigheim in mid-2005. As a consequence, D56-
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Simulator as well as existing control room was available for the refurbishing program. The 
refurbishing program is mainly focussed on the following modifications: 
 
 Control Room adaptation 
 Modelling Software adaptation under new hardware and software environment to reach 

scope fidelity of D1-Simulator 
 Implementation of New DCS TELEPERM XS 
 Plant Process Computer modification 

 
Hardware environment as well as Non-Modelling Software environment has been taken over 
unchanged from existing D56-Simulator. The concept and requirements are illustrated in the 
following figures: 
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Figure 2 
Requirements on D1+ Simulator Project 

 
 
 
 
 
3. METHOD OF VALIDATED REFERENCE 
 
It was neither the aim of the project nor the intention of KWB to reach enlarged scope fidelity 
by rebuilding a new “KWB-Simulator” based on Biblis’ data package. This would have been 
resulted in a Simulator Project disregarding cost/benefit aspects. In contrary, the main interest 
for KWB and KSG/GfS was to reach a maximum of scope fidelity on the basis of existing 
validated data from old D1-Simulator along with other validated data sources.  
 
In order to understand what is meant by validated data, it has to be mentioned that Simulator 
modifications on D1-Simulator have been specified and documented in D1-Simulator 
Operating Manual (D1-BHB) throughout the past decades. The documentation has been 
largely used in training courses and is carefully maintained by KSG/GfS. It is a consistent and 
complete documentation for D1-Simulator software. Although not appropriate to be converted 
into D50 Software Development Environment, the documentation can be used as validated 
reference in the simulator project. 
 
Another validated reference can be retrieved from D51-Simulator due to the similarity of 
design between KKW Unterweser (D51) and KKW Biblis B (D1). Both NPP are constructed 
by Siemens KWU in the mid-1970 on a similar design basis. It has been evaluated that 
structural design differences between both NPP are in general less than 20% for the plant 
systems. Therefore, P&ID diagrams and nodalization plans from D51-Simulator have been 
used for D1+ Project. Moreover, existing stable initial conditions (ICs) from D51-Simulator 
could be partially re-used for the project. It is to be mentioned that initial conditions should be 
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considered as valuable as modelling code itself. Hence, it was of major importance to 
consider these aspects from the very beginning of the project. 
 
Along with above mentioned validated data, digital control system (DCS) TELEPERM XS 
for rod control and reactor limitation and regulation systems have been asked to be added in 
D1+ Project although not yet implemented in KWB itself. Focussing on its experience in the 
implementation of DCS [2], KSG considered preliminary TELEPERM XS design 
documentation from FRAMATOME ANP as appropriate to be used as validated data set for 
D1+ Project.  
 
In summary, the following validated data have been used for this particular project: 
 
 I&C logics (function plans) from D1-BHB 
 DCS Design documents (TELEPERM XS) from FRAMATOME ANP 
 Nodalization diagrams from D51-Simulator 
 Initial conditions from D51-Simulator 
 System architecture from existing D56-Simulator 
 Non-Modelling Software (Instructor Station, Simulator Executive, etc.) from existing 

D56-Simulator 
 
Whereas I&C and TELEPERM XS DCS function plans have been recaptured, most of 
modelling software programs (nodalization diagrams) from D51-Simulator could be re-used 
and adapted to fit with Biblis’ design. Single unit tests have been set-up in such a way to re-
use converted simulator ICs from D51-Simulator. A stepwise integration strategy is intended 
to be applied for the D1+ Project.  
 
 System integration by using converted initial conditions from D51-Simulator (Step 1) 
 Adaptation to KWB to reach requested D1+ Scope Fidelity (Step 2) 
 Working Packages, following D1+ Project, can be considered as a further step to extend 

scope fidelity (Step 3) 
 
It is expected that above mentioned software integration process will result in a smooth 
transition towards Biblis’ needs. The method of validated reference is illustrated in the 
following figure 
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Figure 3 
Method of Validated Reference 

 
 
In the figure scope fidelity is plotted against project time for different targets: D1+ Simulator 
(Reduced Scope) and new KWB-Simulator (Extended Scope). 
 
In D1+ Simulator Project (red curve) a stable integration load can be reached within a 
relatively short project time by re-using validated data (Step 1). The final adaptation 
performed in Step 2 to reach target scope fidelity is a much smaller step which is performed 
on the basis of the stable integration load during acceptance. If required by the NPP, scope 
extensions leading to target scope fidelity for new KWB-Simulator can be reached in 
subsequent working packages (Step 3). 
 
In new KWB-Simulator Project (green curve) lead time for data package collection is to be 
considered first. Since no validated reference can be reached in an intermediate step, target 
scope fidelity is only to be reached on the basis of extensive acceptance tests. 
 
The advantages for modernizing D1-Simulator via the method of validated reference are as 
follows: 
 
 Reduced integration time (expected) 
 Data Tuning in an integrated environment 
 Reduced lead time for Data Package delivery 
 Reduced number of inconsistencies 
 Reduced single unit test time 
 Cost and Risk optimized 
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4. PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
 
The D1+ Project, launched as an in-house project, outlines a different view of the usual 
Vendor-Customer relation in simulator project management. KSG/GfS acts both as “Vendor” 
and “Customer” at the same time. Therefore, adapted project management methods are 
advised for such a project constellation. The project management process is based on the 
following strategic aspects: 
 
 Flexible Scoping 
 Delta-Specification 
 Flexible Resource Management 
 Iterated Software Development Process 
 Method of Validated Reference (see previous chapter) 

 
A “rough” scope has been defined at the beginning of the project between KSG/GfS and 
KWB referring to D1-Simulator Operating Manual as a basis. The scope basis has been 
extended by some explicit requests from the training department and KWB. This scope 
baseline has been formalized by a scope review document. Due to above mentioned similarity 
between NPP Unterweser and Biblis the scoping has been based on comparing differences 
between KWB, D51-Simulator P&ID, and D1-BHB documentation. As a result, a delta-
specification has been performed by the training department and KWB based on existing D51 
P&ID Diagrams. Scoping has been discussed on the basis of the delta-specification 
considering mainly cost and risk aspects and availability of resources (software engineers) for 
required adaptations. On the other hand, delta-specification serves as a preliminary design 
document allowing for further I&C specifications and adaptations of nodalization plans. It is 
to be mentioned that system specific scoping has been defined as an iterated process 
throughout the coding phase focussing on cost, risk, and availability of resources. In fact, this 
means that scoping issues could be controlled by the project management. 
 
Important consequences of the iterated software development process applied for D1+ Project 
are as follows: 
 
 Quality assurance and Scoping Issues primarily based on technical aspects rather than on 

documentation 
 Scoping Issues controlled by project management 
 Continuous Participation of the “Customer” in the development process 

 
 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
The D1+ Simulator Project reveals that inherent problems due to non-existent or inconsistent 
data package information common to almost all simulator projects can be significantly 
reduced by focusing on the method of validated reference. The simulator project, launched as 
in-house project, allows for flexible project management methods resulting in a cost and risk 
optimized approach to NPP simulator modernization. As a result, the project focuses on 
technical aspects leading to a significant quality increase of the product for the benefit of the 
customer. 
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